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Radiate Your  
True Self

In the first three steps we will set a very firm 
foundation for your coaching practice.  

We will focus on who you are “being” when 
you are your most authentic self.   

Your ideal clients are seeking YOU, and if you 
are not showing up as your true self, they can-
not see you.



Step 1 – Connect to Your Essence Energy

What is the energy that you feel when you are most powerful and strong?
Close your eyes and think back to a time when you were extremely confident. Maybe you had 
just won an award, or received something that you had wanted for a long time. How would 
you describe the feeling you had?
What are the words or what is the phrase that you would use to describe your true essence 
energy?



Step 2 – Know Your Personal Guidelines for Being Fully Present

Which ones of the Standards of Presence really resonate with you the most?
What list of standards would you like to adopt for your life and business?
What other standards would you add to help you intentionally become fully  
present?



Step 3 – Understand the Value of Values

What are your top 5 values? (Add any clarifying values, too.)
Rank your top 5 values in order from most important to least important.
In your life right now, how fully are you living out each value? Give yourself a num-
ber from 0-10, with 0 meaning ‘not at all’ and 10 meaning ‘fully.’
What insights have you received from this values process?



Envision Your Ideal 
Life and Business

In order to create the life and business that fit 
you perfectly, you need to know exactly what 
these look like. 

These steps will take you through this creation 
process so that you are crystal clear about 
your picture.  

As you stabilize this picture in your mind, you 
will begin to manifest it.



Step 4 – Design Aspects of Your Ideal Life

Write a description of your ideal life 1 year in the future.
Write a description of your ideal life 5 years in the future.
Create a vision board or find some type of concrete symbol that you can place 
on your desk that signifies your vision for 1 year in the future. What is it that will 
keep this vision top of your mind?



Step 5 – Craft Your Ideal Practice

As you think about building your business, what offerings really resonate with you?
Describe what your ideal coaching business scenario looks like in 1 year.
Describe what your ideal coaching business scenario looks like in 5 years.
Create a vision board or find some type of concrete symbol that you can place on 
your desk that signifies your coaching practice vision for 1 year in the future. What 
is it that will keep this vision top of your mind?



Commit to Your 
Community

After setting a firm foundation for your most 
authentic self and your ideal life, we will 
identify your ideal clients and what you will 
deliver to them.  

This will insure that you speak directly to 
their heart and soul.



Step 6 – Receive Your Niche

Think of a niche where you have credibility and experience. What gives you  
credibility and experience?
What has been a big challenge that you have had success in overcoming?
Who is your ideal client, the one you would like to work with that would make you 
excited, and a little freaked out, too?
What are the most common topics your clients have brought to their coaching  
sessions?



Step 7 – Identify Your Ideal Client

What are some characteristics, traits, or demographics that come to mind when 
you think of your ideal client?
How would you write your ideal client description for promotional materials?
Create a vision board or find some type of concrete symbol that you can place on 
your desk that signifies your ideal client. What is it that will keep this vision top of 
your mind?



Step 8 – Become THE Solution to Your Client’s Biggest Challenge

What is a challenge of your niche that you have had experience with?
What is your story of overcoming that challenge?
What is a solution that you can provide?



Develop Your  
Signature Message

Next, we will take time to obtain the core 
message that you are meant to give to the 
world.  

This will help you design a tagline and web-
site, and also generate topics for your speak-
ing presentations and any  
articles you write.   

When the clients that are seeking you hear 
this core message, they will be drawn to work-
ing with you. 



Step 9 – Receive Your Core Message

What are two methods that you feel most aligned with to receive your core  
message?
Use each of those methods and write down a message.
As you look at both of these messages, what do you think your core message is?



Step 10 – Create Your Signature Speech

What is the core message that you could use as a topic for your speech?
What are some stories you could tell of examples when this message worked in 
your life?
Who are people you know that you could contact about doing speaking engage-
ments?



Create Your  
Inspired Actions

Now that you have envisioned the big picture 
of yourself, your life and business, you have 
designed benchmarks.  

These benchmarks will support you in deter-
mining the specific actions to take that will be 
totally aligned with you.  

When your actions are totally aligned, you 
make it easy for the clients who are seeking 
you to find you.



Step 11 – Take Inspired Actions

What do you think is the best method for you to determine your inspired actions?
What actions have you been thinking about taking to develop your business?
Apply your method to the actions, and list the ones that are inspired.
Come up with a 90 day plan to implement your inspired actions.



Step 12 – Master the Enrollment Conversation

What are the most powerful self-development techniques for you to clear your 
mind and be fully present for your complimentary sessions?
What would you like to include in an outline for your complimentary sessions?
How many individual clients would you like to have in your coaching practice in the 
next 3 months? Multiply by 6, and list the names of people who you know that you 
could offer complimentary sessions to. 
(If you do not know that many, list the names of those you do know, and when you 
give the complimentary session, ask them if they know of anyone else who would 
like to have a session).
What is your biggest personal challenge with complimentary sessions? (for  
example, enrolling people in sessions, giving the session, turning prospects into 
clients, etc.)
What resources are available to you to help with this challenge?



Attract Your  
Ideal Clients

You have learned how to be and what to do, 
and now we will put this all together to bring 
the perfect clients into your business.   

This is your blueprint for the precise blend of 
being and doing, so that your clients will rec-
ognize you immediately.



Step 13 – Radiate Your Unique Attraction Energy

On a scale of 0-10 (0 = not at all, 10 = fully), how strong is your “receiving mus-
cle?” What are you inspired to do to strengthen your receiving muscle?
Think about a product that you absolutely love and the last time you recommend-
ed it to someone. How would you describe the energy that was within you while 
you were doing that? What can you do to deliberately put yourself into that state?
What are your favorite self-development or spiritual processes?
If you were to create a daily routine for keeping your energy aligned and attrac-
tive, what would be included?
What is the best way for you to deeply connect with another person?
What is a decision you can make right now regarding something that you want to 
do and don’t yet know how?



Step 14 – Connect With Astral Advertising

Think about your intention for your practice.  What is it? (Make it really exciting 
for you!)
What random thoughts occur to you this week that are related to this intention?
What insights pop into your mind upon awakening?
What are you inspired to do around this intention?
Are there any people that you have a feeling of connecting with?
Based on your answers to the above questions, what are you inspired to do to fulfill 
your intention? 



Step 15 – Master the Rhythm of Following Up

What are 3 different ways of contacting others that you really enjoy?
What are 5 resources that you have that would be great to share with potential 
clients?
Outline 7 different contacts that you feel aligned with to take a potential client 
through, in a step-by-step fashion. (ie, intro letter, follow up phone call, comp  
session, thank you note, offer letter, article, flowers)
When thinking about who you have already contacted about coaching, make a list 
of those who have you contacted less than 5 times.
What actions will you commit to taking based on the above information?



Congratulations!
You’ve made it this far and you’ve learned how to:

• Radiate Your True Self
• Envision Your Ideal Life and Business
• Commit to Your Community
• Develop your Signature Message
• Create Your Inspired Actions
• Attract Your Ideal Clients

With this strong foundation, you will be able to help your ideal clients 
recognize you, and come out of hiding. You can be sure that if you 
have the desire to serve these clients, you have picked up on their  
energy as they are seeking you. Trust this idea.

I would love to support you on this journey, and help you remember 
the truth of this in case you forget.  The clients that you desire are 
right in front of you. Your decision to embrace this truth is the key to 
bringing them into coaching and serving them well. 

Your Synchronicity Journal is based on Karen Cappello’s bestselling book  
The Clients You Are Seeking Are Also Seeking You. 

The journal was designed and created by Andrea Cinnamond




